
 

 

ANNEX A 

Annex A describes what CADSI believes are achievable Short Term and Medium-Term Defence 

Industrial Strategies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Act Strategically to Maximize Jobs and Economic Activity 

� Update & Publish, on an annual basis, DND’s Defence Investment Plan.   

� Implement a cash forecasting system within DND which would allow 

smaller dollar value capital and O&M projects to be approved 

expeditiously when larger projects are delayed.   

� Study Canadian Industrial Capability, and Publish an Approved 

Canadian Industrial Participation Plan/Procurement Strategy as part of 

the Preliminary Project Approval (PPA) gate.   

� Increase PWGSC Ministerial contract signing authority to $100M and 

aggregated contract amendments up to 100% of the original contract 

value for defence and security procurements.   

� Amend the Canadian content policy, whereby if there are 2 or more 

suppliers of Canadian goods and services that meet the operational 

requirement, it is permissible to restrict competition to those suppliers.   

� In cases where an acquisition contract is placed with a foreign OEM, a 

domestic Prime(s) for long term ISS must be selected for all support 

beyond the warranty period.   

� Allocate risk where it is best managed, documented in a Risk 

Management Strategy published as part of the PPA Gate approval.   

� Identify Key Industrial Capability (KIC) areas in the Defence and 

Security Sector that provide sovereign, security and economic value to 

Canada; 

� Target federal R&D to KIC areas; 

� Prefer Canadian KIC areas suppliers in defence procurements when 

they meet operational requirements; 

� Grow Canadian KIC area suppliers through a whole of Government 

export strategy; 

� Nurture and strengthen Canadian KIC area suppliers by allowing 5:1 

multipliers from the IRB program 

� Amend the Canadian content policy to allow a sole source contract 

to a Canadian KIC area supplier if they meet the operational 

requirement. 

� In cases where a competitive process leads to Co-investment in R&D, 

buy the output of that R&D through a low rate of initial production 

(LRIP) and then compete at the full production stage. 

Invest in CICP – PWGSC’s first buyer program, and increase the focus of 

Leverage Defence Industrial 

Capabilities and 

Maximize Economic Growth 

� Incent the growth of Canadian 

KIC suppliers by allowing 10:1 

multipliers from the IRB 

program; 

� Nurture the creation of 

technology clusters in KIC 

capabilities with linkages 

between Canadian prime 

contractors, the innovation 

community & SME’s & 

academic institutions; 

� with the acquisitions of a 

platform, secure license 

agreements with foreign OEMs 

including the right to grant sub-

licenses to Canadian firms to 

pursue related Canadian 

opportunities. 

� Promote government-

government bilateral 

agreements for co-

development and co-

production of defence materials 

of common need between 

nations, to enhance Canada’s 

defence industrial exports to 

other nations.   

 


